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Abstract: The recommendation system has growth choices in recent years. The recommendation system is exist in many 
applications which gives online travel information for individual travel package. A new model named travel recommendation 
using data mining techniques which extracts the features like locations, travel seasons of various landscapes. Thus it possesses 
the material of the travel packages and interests of tourists. Further extending E-TRAST model with the tourist-relation-area 
season topic model includes relationship with tourists. It includes mining significant tourist locations based on the user search 
trajectories of users on web and also derives a personalized travel algorithm recommendation system using travelogues and users 
contributed photos with metadata of this photo by comparing existing different technique. To suggest personalized POI 
sequence, first famous routes are stratified as per the similarity between user package and route package. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
As an emerging growth in travel companies provide which now provides online services. However, the rapid rush of online travel 
information imposes an increasing challenge for tourists who want to choose from a large number of available travel packages for 
satisfying their individual needs. Moreover, to increase the profit, the travel companies have to understand the preferences from 
different tourists and publish more affordable packages to tourist. Therefore, the demand for intelligent travel services is expected to 
increase dramatically. Since recommender systems have been successfully applied to enhance the quality of service in a number of 
fields it is the natural choice to provide travel package recommendations 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
[1] In this paper, we existing research about personal journey package advice. Exclusively, we very first examined the unique 
qualities connected with journey plans along with formulated the particular TAST product, a new Bayesian system intended for 
journey package along with vacationer manifestation. The TAST product can certainly find the hobbies from the holidaymakers 
along with draw out the particular spatial-temporal correlations amid scenery. And then, we used the particular TAST product 
intended for making a beverage method about personal journey package advice. This kind of beverage method follows a new hybrid 
car advice technique along with is able to incorporate a Volume 1, Issue 5, October 2015 Copyright to IJASMT www.ijarsmt.com 6 
number of restrictions existing inside real-world circumstances. Moreover, we extensive the particular TAST product for the 
TRAST product, which could record the particular interactions amid holidaymakers within just about every journey group. 
Eventually, the empirical research ended up being carried out about real-world journey files. Fresh outcomes prove that this TAST 
product can certainly record the unique qualities from the journey plans, the particular beverage method can result in far better 
shows connected with journey package advice, plus the TRAST product can be employed being an powerful evaluation intended for 
journey group automatic sourcing. Produce your own . these kind of telling outcomes can result in many upcoming do the job. 
[2]. In this paper, we present study on personalized travel package recommendation. Specifically, we first analyzed the unique 
characteristics of travel packages and developed the TAST model, a Bayesian network for travel package and tourist representation. 
The TAST model can discover the interests of the tourists and extract the spatial-temporal correlations among landscapes. Then, we 
exploited the TAST model for developing a cocktail approach on personalized travel package recommendation. This cocktail 
approach follows a hybrid recommendation strategy and has the ability to combine several constraints existing in the real-world 
scenario. Furthermore, we extended the TAST model to the TRAST model, which can capture the relationships among tourists in 
each travel group. Finally, an empirical study was conducted on real-world travel data.  
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Experimental results demonstrate that the TAST model can capture the unique characteristics of the travel packages, the cocktail 
approach can lead to better performances of travel package recommendation, and the TRAST model can be used as an effective 
assessment for travel group automatic formation. We hope these encouraging results could lead to many future work. 
[3]. In this paper the interests of the tourists and extract the spatialtemporal correlations among landscapes are discovered by TAST 
model. Then, the output of E-TRAST model, i.e. topic distributions for developing a recommended approach on personalized travel 
package recommendation. The E-TRAST model captures the relationships among tourists in each travel group. Also, a tourist 
recommendation strategy developing Geo-tagged photos to find the tourist locations within a city and integrates the Geo-tagged 
photos ofon social media sites. The so far problem analysis is related to the drawbacks in previous works and also going to be used 
in the proposed system. 
[4]. In this paper, we have presented an inductive approach to recommendation. This approach has been evaluated via experiments 
on a large, realistic set of ratings. One advantage of the inductive approach, relative to other social-filtering methods, is that it is far 
more flexible; in particular it is possible encode collaborative and content information as part of the problem representation, without 
making any algorithmic modifications. Exploiting this flexibility, we have evaluated a number of representations for 
recommendation, including two types of representations that make use of content features. One of these representations, based on 
hybrid features, significantly improves performance over the purely collaborative approach. We have thus begun to realize the 
impact of multiple information sources, including sources that exploit a limited amount of content. We believe that this work 
provides a basis for further work in this area, particularly in harnessing other types of information content. 
 

III. SYSTEM DIAGRAM 

 
Fig : Travel Recommendation system using data mining techniques 

IV. CONCLUSION 
In this paper the interests of the tourists and extract of the spatialtemporal correlations among landscapes are discovered by Data 
mining techniques. The output of Data mining techniques. i.e. topic distributions for developing a recommended approach on 
personalize travel package recommendation. The Data mining techniques captures the relationships among tourists in each travel 
group. The so far problem analysis is related to the drawbacks in previous works and also going to be used in the proposed system 
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